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Systems & Synthetic
Biology combines
disciplines to gain better
understanding of the cause
and progression of human
diseases. Researchers hope
to develop new biological
systems with targeted
functional properties, such
as ‘sentinel’ organisms
capable of maintaining
a healthy human
microbiome. An array of
cell-based sensors detect
microbiome imbalances,
while synthetic gene
circuits direct the sentinel
organisms to secrete
specific molecular outputs
to adjust the microbiome
back to a healthy state.

“Big data” is a collection
of data too large and
complex for traditional data
processing applications.
High-information
biomedical technologies can
measure and record millions
of bio-markers (genes,
point mutations, proteins,
metabolites) in biological
samples. Efficiently mining
this “big-data” is the key
to developing therapies
for personalized medicine.
This visualized network
depicts genomic interactions
in Glioblastoma tumor
samples.

